
HIGH RAISED AIR BED WITH BUILT-IN ELECTRIC PUMP AND 
CARRY BAG

Model No: DL146, DL147

Thank you for purchasing a Dellonda product. Manufactured to a high standard, this product will, 
if used according to these instructions, and properly maintained, give you years of trouble free performance.
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Important Information
Please read these instructions carefully. Note the safe operational requirements, warnings & cautions. Use the product correctly and with care 
for the purpose for which it is intended. Failure to do so may cause damage and/or personal injury and will invalidate the warranty. Keep these 
instructions safe for future use.

Refer to 
instruction 

manual

SPECIFICATION
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
 � WARNING! The warnings, cautions and instructions in this manual cannot cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur. 

It must be understood by the operator that common sense and caution are factors which cannot be built into this product, but must be 
applied by the operator. 
This manual explains the proper use of your air bed, please read it carefully before using even if you are familiar with the product. The 
manual should be kept in a safe place for future reference.
ELECTRICAL SAFETY

 � WARNING! It is the user’s responsibility to check the following:
 9 Check all electrical equipment and appliances to ensure that they are safe before using. Inspect power supply leads, plugs and all 

electrical connections for wear and damage. Sealey recommend that an RCD (Residual Current Device) is used with all electrical 
products.
Electrical safety information. It is important that the following information is read and understood:

 9 Ensure that the insulation on all cables and on the appliance is safe before connecting it to the power supply.
 9 Regularly inspect power supply cables and plugs for wear or damage and check all connections to ensure that they are secure.

IMPORTANT: Ensure that the voltage rating on the appliance suits the power supply to be used and that the plug is fitted with the 
correct fuse.

 8 DO NOT pull or carry the appliance by the power cable.
 8 DO NOT pull the plug from the socket by the cable.
 8 DO NOT use worn or damaged cables, plugs or connectors. Ensure that any faulty item is repaired or is replaced immediately by a 

qualified electrician.
If the cable or plug is damaged during use, switch off the electricity supply and remove from use.

 � WARNING!: To prevent possible electric shock, never use a damaged or frayed power cord. If the supply cord is damaged it must be 
replaced by the manufacturer or its service agent, or a similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.
Ensure that repairs are carried out by a qualified electrician.

 8 DO NOT attempt to plug in power cord with wet hands.
 8 DO NOT expose to rain, store indoors.
 � WARNING!: Always replace the fuse with the same rating. Never put a larger rating fuse into the power supply.

GENERAL SAFETY
IMPORTANT: Make sure the area is flat, smooth, even and free of sharp objects that can puncture the airbed. DO NOT set up the airbed 
near stairs, doors, drops, sharp edges or breakables.

 9 To be used indoors only. Keep away from fire.
 8 DO NOT place the airbed against or near any open flames, heaters, furnaces or other hot objects.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT operate electric pump for more than 4 minutes at one time, leave 30 minutes break in between uses, as 
overheating may occur. Pump will automatically shut off, and will be ready to use after it has cooled down.

 9 Unplug electrical power cord when not in use.
 � WARNING! DO NOT obstruct the air passage opening or insert and objects into the opening at any time.
 � WARNING! DO NOT stand, jump or use the airbed as a trampoline. Always supervise childen near the airbed. 
 � WARNING! The airbed is not a raft or floatation device. DO NOT use near or on water.
 � WARNING! Children must not be left unattended when using the airbed. Use only under adult competent supervision.
 � WARNING! The storage bag is not a toy. To avoid danger of suffocation, keep the airbed storage bag or any other bags away from 

babies and children. Fold up the bag and store away from children when not in use.
 9 Keep pets away from airbed. Pets may tear or puncture the airbed.

MODEL NO: DL146 DL147

Colour: Light Blue/Light Grey Light Blue/Light Grey

Features: Built-in Electric pump i-Beam 
structure Carry bag

Built-in Electric pump i-Beam 
structure Carry bag

Material: Vinyl Vinyl

Product Depth (Front to Back): 191cm 203cm

Product Dimensions (WxDxH): 99 x 191 x 46cm 152 x 203 x 46cm

Product Height (Floor to Top): 46cm 46cm

Product Width (Side to Side): 99cm 152cm

Size: Single Queen

Indoor use only



IMPORTANT: To minimise any chance of rolling, tipping or swaying, avoid sleeping on the edge of the airbed.
 9 This airbed may be used by children over the age of 8, if they have been given supervision or instruction concerning the safe use of the 

airbed.
 9 Children shall not play with the airbed. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision. 

STORAGE 
 9 Store airbed in it’s original storage bag in a cool dry place.
 8 DO NOT store in an area where it is likley to be exposed to extreme temperature.
 8 DO NOT use harsh chemicals, acids or detergents to clean airbed. DO NOT leave sunbed in direct sunlight. Clean the product only with 

clean water, leave in a shady dry place to dry. After the airbed has dried lightly fold and place in the original storage bag.
 9 Fold the airbed loosely, avoid sharp bends, corners and creases which can damage the airbed.
 9 No maintenance is required for built-in electric pump.
 9 It is recommended when using the airbed for the first time, or after storage to set and inflate the airbed one day before you need to use. 

This allows the fabric to expand and release all the creases. 

OPERATION
TO INFLATE AIRBED

 � WARNING! Please read the following instructions before inflating airbed.
• Remove the airbed from it’s protective storage bag.
• Lay out airbed onto the floor ensuring there is no sharp objects underneath and there is enough space around the airbed to inflate.
• Ensure the air pump selection dial is in the OFF position.
• Open electric plug storage compartment and remove electrical lead. See 

fig.1. Plug the electrical lead into an external electrical socket.
• Turn air pump selection dial clockwise to the ‘INFLATE‘ symbol.

 � WARNING! When inflating the airbed, air pump must not be left on longer 
than 4 minutes at a time. Always supervise the inflation of the airbed.

• After the airbed has been inflated turn the air pump selection dial  to the 
‘OFF’ position. Remove electrical lead from the wall socket. And store 
electrical lead back into the electric plug storage compartment. 

TO DEFLATE AIRBED
• Select ‘DEFLATE’ on the air pump selection dial. The air will start to escape 

from the airbed opening.
• Let all the air escape by lightly pressing the top of the airbed until all the air 

has been let out from the airbed.
• Once all the air has escaped from the airbed lightly fold the airbed back 

into it’s protective carry bag. 

MAINTENANCE 
 � WARNING!: Always isolate from the power supply before any cleaning or 

maintenance is carried out.
• Cleaning and maintenance shall not be made by children without 

supervision.
• Wash in mild detergent only. DO NOT apply too much pressure.
• No maintenance is required for the air pump.
• If the air pump does not start up when plugged into the mains electric, check the fuse in the 3 pin-plug. Only replace fuse with the same 

rating. DO NOT disassemble air pump. Contact Dellonda service centre.
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Dellonda Limited
Kempson Way, Suffolk Business Park, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk. IP32 7AR

  01284 757575   support@dellonda.co.uk   www.dellonda.co.uk

Environment Protection and Waste Protection and Electrical Equipment Regulations (WEEE)
Recycle unwanted packaging materials. When this product is no longer required, or has reached the end of it’s useful life, please 
dispose of it in an environmentally friendly way. Drain any fluids (if applicable) into approved containers, in accordance with local 
waste regulations. Under the Waste Batteries and Accumulators Regulations 2009, Dellonda would like to inform the user that 
this product contains one or more batteries. It is our policy to continually improve products and we reserve the right to alter data, 
specifications and parts without prior notice. No liability is accepted for incorrect use of this product. Guarantee is 12 months from 
purchase date, proof of which is required for any claim.


